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A study was made to isolate one and two component faults in simple
linear networks by the method of joint signature of order two whereby two
measurements of a failed network are coded to all possible combinations
of two component values which will produce that fault with all other ele-
ments at nominal values. Two additional measurements were obtained, a
new joint signature of order two generated, and the faulty component set
was selected as the fault pair with the same values at both joint signa-
tures. The method involves numerous solutions of sets of nonlinear
equations. By assuming many values of a failed network function the
equations were presolved on a one time only basis for a network. One
and two component faults were simulated in two simple low pass filter
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1. Single Fault Isolation
Although there has long been an interest in fault isolation
procedures, efforts in devising fault detection techniques have generally
lagged behind other aspects of network theory. With the increasing
sophistication of modern electronic systems came the progressively more
complex trouble shooting procedures which are embodied in the automatic
and semi-automatic test equipments, basically using one electronic system
to check the performance of another. Although effective, these methods
have proved to be expensive both monetarily and in the consumption of
engineering expertise since generally test equipment has been designed
to check only a specific system or specific type of network. It is
against this background that some recent developments in fault isolation
practices have attracted new attention, not so much because of the
encouraging results obtained from experimental application as from the
promise of a general fault isolation procedure applicable to a large
class of electrical networks. The techniques developed thus far are still
restrictive, applying only to single faults in linear networks, but form
the nucleus of an emerging field of fault isolation theory.
a. The Proposal of Fault Signatures
Seshu and Waxman [1] were the first to propose a system of
fault isolation by matching each element in a linear network with the
signature of faults that the particular element could produce. Then by
taking several measurements of a failed network and determining the fault
signature, one could presumably detect the faulty element by matching

fault signatures. Seshu and Waxman proposed using test frequencies
below the lowest nonzero break frequency, at least one above the highest
finite break frequency and several test frequencies near complex poles
and zeros. Their fault signatures were based solely upon the magnitude
of the network function. In an analysis of an eight element one tran-
sistor network, where the transistor was replaced by the hybrid parameter
model, Seshu and Waxman found that 41 of 62 computed fault signatures
identified the faulty component uniquely while 15 others isolated the
fault to two components. No experimental results were reported.
b. Experimental Results Using Fault Signatures
Stahl, Maenpaa and Stehman [2] have reportedly been 78% to
98% suscessful in isolating single element faults to a single component
in linear networks of 8 to 15 components. Utilizing a computer program
for fault diagnosis as proposed by Seshu and Waxman, they generated sig-
natures and test frequencies for single element variations. The number
of test frequencies used was three plus one for each complex breakpoint
frequency between extreme critical frequencies. The network model
employed was a two-port and the input impedance and voltage transfer
ratio were the measured network functions. It is perhaps of importance
to note that the approach of the two mentioned groups of authors does
not make direct use of the bilinear nature of a linear network function
F(s) to variations in a circuit element's value as presented by
DeClaris [3] . By utilizing the bilinear property, which of course
requires phase measurements, one can ascertain approximate values of a




Phung and Chan [4] have proposed an extension to fault isolation
theory to include multiple faults in linear networks. The concept of a
joint signature of order K was introduced whereby those combinations of
K single element faults, i.e., K faulty elements, causing a network
function F(s) to lie within some small area of the F(s) plane were coded
with a signature. Then, by taking measurements of F(s), one could search
the sets of elements with joint signature corresponding to the measured
value of F(s) to determine the faulty set.
B. GOAL OF FAULT ISOLATION TECHNIQUES
The ultimate goal of fault isolation theory is to produce procedures
whereby any number of faults in any type of network can be isolated with
a rainimum number of measurements and requiring little knowledge of circuit
theory on the part of the individual isolating the faults. This means
that a technician, by taking a few simple measurements, should be able
to pinpoint faulty network components in all types of networks. In




In this paper the concept of joint signature of order K, presented
by Phung and Chan, is extended, by heuristic mathematical concepts, to
include approximations of faulty component values and to include a
mathematical basis for determing the number of test measurements required.
Two simple example problems were treated by generating fault signatures
and corresponding network function values via digital computer applications,
B. MULTIFAULT ISOLATION BY JOINT SIGNATURE
A method will be described whereby one can determine the approximate
values of faulty network parameters. The term parameters is used to
include all variables, except frequency or time, which appear in the
mathematical description of the network function to describe the net-
work input response relationship. By comparing determined values to
nominal falues, faults may be isolated to any number of parameters.
Since approximate parameter values are to be determined only one network
function need be measured. In concept the network may either be linear
or nonlinear requiring only that the output response to a given input be
describable in either the time or frequency domain by a set of simul-
taneous nonlinear equations in which the unknowns are a set of network
parameters. However, the following discussion assumes a linear network
and further assures that the network parameters are frequency independent
such as would be the case if the network function were expressed in terms
of elements once the complex frequency s was treated as a known constant.

Consider a network function T(s,x) which is a ratio of polynomials
in s and the vector x of all network parameters. Assume that there are
N such parameters. Then, knowing that the network is faulty, N measure-
ments are required to obtain N equations to solve for the network para-
meters. There are N unknowns. However, by assuming that there are a
maximum of K faulty elements, the number of unknowns may be reduced.
The joint signature of order K is now defined as any possible combi-
nation of K parameter values which, with the remaining N-K parameters at
nominal values, will cause the network function to have K specific values.
In regard to a linear network, network function is now defined as a real
equation such as |t(s,x)
|
= 1.0, /T(s,x) = 90° or Imaginary part of
{T(s,x) } = 0.6. In general there are ( )=
,
>n1k n t such sets of K element
N
values hereafter referred to as possible fault sets. These ( ) possible
fault sets are all combinations of K element values, N-K remaining at
nominal, which satisfy a set of K nonlinear equations. Note that not all
members of a possible fault set need have a value different from nominal.
Maintaining the assumption of a maximum of K faults let one take K
measurements, determine the joint signatures of order K corresponding to
the measured values and obtain the possible fault sets. By eliminating
one previous measurement (equation) and obtaining a new one, a new set
of possible fault sets is obtained with new joint signatures of order K.
Borrowing from the theory of linear algebra, if there are K unknowns or
K faults, an excess equation exists and th overall set of K+l equations
will be consistent for only one possible fault set (assuming linearity)
,
the actual set of K faulty elements. The actual fault set could be deter-
mined by comparing the possible fault sets from the first K equations with
those from the second K equations and selecting the possible fault set
10

carman to both sets of equations. Two theoretical problems exist. First,
the equations are nonlinear so that there may be more than one common
possible fault set with two distinct joint signatures of order K. To
reduce resulting ambiguities additional excess equations may be obtained.
In fact, the second set of K equations may be entirely different from the
first. The second problem, the assumption of a maximum of K faults, is
more important. If the assumption is not true the procedure will fail
but its failure may be detected by the troubleshooting technician. If
there is no common possible fault set corresponding to the joint signa-
tures, one can see that there are actually more than K network faults.
Since the network equations are nonlinear, a second excess equation is
required to reduce ambiguities if more than K faults are to be detected.
Thus the choice of K is critical, a compromise between the complexity of
calculations and the depth of fault isolation desired. The procedure
for multifault isolation is now summarized below.
11

Step 1. Choose the maximum number of faults K to be considered.
Step 2. Take K network measurements to obtain K equations.
Step 3. Solve the K equations for the („) possible fault sets
IN.
associated with the joint signature of order K.
Step 4 . Eliminate one or more equations and take new measurements
to obtain a new set of K equations.
N
Step 5. Solve the new equations for ( ) possible fault sets.
Step 6. Choose the common possible fault set from steps 3 and 5 as the
fault set.
Step 7. If one desires to detect the presence of more than K faults,
repeat the procedure. Compare the two fault sets from Step 6.
If the two fault sets are different, there are more than K
network faults.
C. PARAMETER PRESOLUTIOSIS
None of the preceding discussion is of importance to the network
analyst diagnosing faults who does not have access to a digital computer
unless, in some manner, the sets of simultaneous non-linear equations
can be presolved. This can be accomplished by taking typical output
values of a failed network and using these typical values as approximations
to the actual measured values.
As an example consider a linear network function T (s ,x) . Suppose
|T (s,x)
I
is the nominal output magnitude for a specified input and
/T (s,x) is the nominal phase relationship. By taking areas of interest
about the nominal values and dividing this region into cells, one can
presolve the equations based on the values |t(s,x) | and /T(s,x) at the
centers of these cells. Then, when actual circuit measurements are taken
and plotted into a particular set of cells, these cells will be coded to
12

a set of faulty parameters whose value has previously been determined
by the procedures established in the preceding section. The complex
calculations need be done only once for any network. Further, calcu-
lations may be performed on an impedance and frequency normalized model







The network chosen for example one was a third order low pass
Chebyshev filter with cut off frequency at 2500 radians per second and
source resistance as shown in Figure 1. The network function used was
the voltage transfer function with components as the parameters.
2. Number of Faults and Test Frequencies
Only one and two component faults were considered here. Test
frequencies were selected at either side of the cut off frequency at 1500
and 3500 radians per second. The cut off frequency of 2500 radians per
second was also used. The codes A, B, and C were used to identify the
three frequencies 1500 , 2500, and 3500, respectively. After it was
determined that the use of a third test frequency did not appreciably
affect results, the test frequency 2500 was discarded.
3. Problem Limitations
In order to limit the scope of the problem only variations in
the real part of T(s,x) of ±22.5% or less of the magnitude of the nominal
T(s,x) were considered at each test frequency. Simulated failed network
function values which fell outside this region were discarded. The
imaginary part was similarly restricted. The cell size chosen in the
complex T(s,x) plane was d units wide (real part) and d units high
(imaginary part) where d = 0.05* |T (s,x) | at the frequency of concern.
The real and imaginary parts of T(s,x) were considered, rather than



















selected as a reasonably small cell size compatible with approximation
and yet within the accuracy of standard measuring equipment. The cells
were then numbered as in Figure 3 where A is coded to s = J1500.
4. Generating Joint Signatures
The joint signatures of order two were generated by solving
the two nonlinear equations below for all ten possible combinations of
the five network elements and for each cell center at each frequency.
Real part of T(s,x) = Real part of center of cell ij.
Imaginary part of T (s ,x) = Imaginary part of center of cell ij
.
The equations were solved utilizing an earlier version of the computer
program at the end of this thesis with a 73% success rate when an
accuracy of 0.1% was required on |t(s,x) |.
5. Fault Definition and Fault Set Selection
. Numerous one and two element variations were simulated and
values of T(s,x) computed. These values of T(s,x) were then plotted at
both test frequencies. If at either test frequency the value of T(s,x)
plotted fell outside the cell whose center was the nominal value of
T(s,x) then a fault was considered to exist. For example, a value of
T(s,x) at s = J1500 might lie in cell 37A while at s = J3500 T(s,x)
might lie in cell 64C for the same element variations. Then all ten
possible fault sets with joint signature of order two corresponding to
cell 37A were compared to the possible fault sets with joint signature
of order two corresponding to cell 64C. The actual fault set was
selected by choosing the element pair with the smallest percentage vari-
ation (from frequency A to C) from the nominal value, based on the ele-
ment from each pair which had the largest percentage variation. Once






















the values of the fault pair at the two frequencies. Consider the
element pair x. and x.. Let x. , x. be the possible fault set of these
two elements at frequency A, etc. Then for each of the ten element pairs
the percentage variation from the nominal value for each element was com-




puted as x 100 where x. is the nominal value of x. . Of each
I xiQ
element pair only the element with the largest percentage variation (the
most deviant element) was considered. Then among the ten element pairs
the 10 values of percentage variation for the 10 most deviant elements
were compared. The fault pair was selected as the pair whose most deviant
element had the smallest percentage variation. After the fault pair was







+ XjC )/2 -
It can be seen that this decision criteria depends on the logarithmic
3T (s x)
sensitivities, v — , being of the same order of magnitude for all
9 £n x.'
i
elements i. Otherwise, fault selection favors the most sensitive
(logarithmically) elements.
B. PROBLEM TVD
The network chosen for problem two was a normalized fourth order
butterworth low pass filter as shown in Figure 2. Test frequencies used
were s = j0.5 and s = jl.2. Again only one and two element faults were
considered and a 5% cell size was used. The limitation of ±22.5% vari-
ation in T(s,x) was retained. The program used to generate cells and
joint signatures was that at the end of this thesis. The programs were
run on the Naval Postgraduate School's IBM 360/67. The execution times
were approximately 13 minutes for each test frequency. Since there were
18

10 element pairs and 81 cells at each frequency, this is about one
second per solution of a set of equations. In the execution phase the
program requires 66,000 bits of storage. The program is not presented
as an example of efficient programming nor are any claims made as to the
class of problems it will handle. However, in problem two the program
was 94% successful in obtaining a solution to the sets of equations.
Again required accuracy was . 1% of | T (s ,x) | . The fault set selection
criteria were as in problem one. Attempts were made to normalize x






- 1- If one lets dT(s,x) =
9T(
^~ ' Ax. and
selects the fault pair on the vasis of the smallest value |dT(s,x) |
,
this is seen to be a first order correction. The procedure heavily






1. Summary of Data for One and Two Component Faults
In order to iixLnimize misrepresentation the data is presented in
tabular form. Only element values other than those nominal ones have
been listed and so care must be exercised in interpretation since the
method of joint signature of order K always produces K "faulty" para-
meters even though some parameters may not be faulty at all. For
instance, test No. 110 lists x~ = 1.59, x^ = 591 as a fault set while
only x~ is an actual faulty element. Inspection reveals that the nominal
value of x,. = 600 ohms and so the fault value is less than 1% from
o
nominal or no fault at all. In an effort to simplify interpretation,
results have been labeled as successful, partially successful and failure.
The only true measure of success must be the return of the network to a
non-faulty condition when the indicated faulty elements are replaced by
components at nominal value. Accordingly, success has been defined as
the case where the indicated fault pair agreed with the actual fault pair
regardless of values except for very small differences previously discussed.
Partial success means that a determined fault set agreed with the actual
fault set as far as the element with largest percent variation was con-
cerned. Program failure indicates that the computer program did not solve
for the joint signature of order K of the actual fault set at one or both
test frequencies. In these cases the selection of a fault set could not
possibly have been correct since needed information was missing.
20

A summary of the results for problem one are listed below.
Partially Program
Number of Tests Successful Successful Failures





2. Table of Data for One and Two Component Faults
DETERMINED ACTUAL PROGRAM
TEST # CELTS FAULT SET* FAULT SET* SUCCESS FAILURE
2 73A/38C X3 = 293
X5 = 795
X5 = 800 YES NO





9 45A/76C X4 = 0.97
X5 = 574
X4 = 0.98 YES NO





23 45A/66C XI = 309
X4 = .95
X4 = 0.95 YES NO
45 65V34C X4 = 0.80
X5 = 633
X3 = 280 NO NO
46 76A/13C X3 = 257
X5 = 594
X3 = 260 YES NO
50 45A/76C X4 = 0.98
X5 = 574
X3 = 325 NO NO
58 25A/96C X3 = 352
X5 = 588
X3 = 352 • YES NO
59 46A/64C X3 = 302
X5 = 532
X5 = 540 YES NO
























































































































































































TEST # CEULS FAULT SET FAULT SET SUCCESS FAILURE
144 45A/76C X4 = 0.97 X2 = 1.60 NO NO
X5 = 574 X4 = 0.76
146 44A/87C X4 = 1.02 X2 = 1.15 NO YES
X5 = 611 X4 = 1.05
156 46A/69C X2 = 1.33 X2 = 1.90 NO YES
X5 = 637 X3 = 240
166 45A/65C X3 = 311 X2 = 1.15 YES NO










XI = 265 YES NO
196 81A/27C X2 = 1.16 XI = 265 PARTIAL NO
X5 = 900 X5 = 816
198 72A/13C X2 = 1.08 XI = 220 NO YES
• X5 = 789 -X5 = 680
199 55A/56C XI = 307 XI = 318 YES NO
X5 = 619 X5 = 625
200 64A/32C XI = 257 XI = 235 PARTIAL YES
X2 = 1.11 X5 = 575
205 55A/69C X2 s 1.30 XI = 360 PARTIAL NO




1. Summary of Data
The conditions for success and failure were as in problem one.
Since the program successfully solved for 94% of the joint signatures,
no program failures have been indicated. Instead, those few tests
which involved program failures were completely ignored. A summary of
the results of problem two are given below.
Partially
Number of Tests Successful Successful Failures
74 55 9 10
25

























































































*X1 and X3 are in henries, X2 and




TEST # rror.TR FAULT SET FAULT SET
















70 55A/56B XI = 1.47
X2 = 1.62
X4 = 0.43




















82 35A/74B XI = 1.68
X2 = 1.60
XI = 1.69
85 55A/45B XI = 1.50
X3 = 1.07
XI = 1.50
87 45A/74B XI = 1.65
X5 = 1.01
XI = 1.67




89 55A/65B X2 = 1.60
X3 = 1.08
XI = 1.56































X3 = 1.18 YES




XI = 1.42 YES













XI = 1.36 YES




XI = 1.85 YES




XI = 1.60 YES




XI = 1.63 YES




X4 = 0.26 YES

















































X3 = 1.13 YES




X4 = 0.25 YES





























































































TEST # rFT.TS FAULT SET FAULT SET





jg9***** 45A/74B XI = 1.65 XI = 1.62
X5 = 1.01 X4 = 0.34
171 75A/16B XI = 1.38 XI = 1.34
X2 = 1.55 X4 = 0.34
203 57A/49B X2 = 1.40 X2 = 1.40
X3 = 1.32 X3 = 1.28
205 44A/95B X2 = 1.74 X2 = 1.68
X3 = 1.13 X3 = 1.14
206 54A/63B X2 = 1.68 X2 = 1.70
X3 = 0.95 X3 = 0.99
208 56A/87B X2 = 1.54 X2 = 1.56
X3 = 1.22 X3 = 1.24
209 57A/48B X2 = 1.41 X2 = 1.42
• X3 = 1.30 X3 = 1.24
210 57A/18B XI = 1.35 X2 = L35
X5 = 0.86 X3 = 1.24
212 54A/HB X2 = 1.58 X3 = 0.89
X3 = 0.93 X4 = 0.45
216 66A/64B X2 = 1.54 X3 = 1.11
X4 = 0.31 X4 = 0.27
217 35A/79B X3 = 1.21 X3 = 1.15
X4 = 0.56 X4 = 0.55
221 62A/88B X3 = 1.40 X3 = 1.32



















V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The method of multifault isolation presented in this paper is a
workable procedure for isolating faults in linear networks. The degree
of success attained in problem two represents a realistic starting point
for achieving high success rates in relatively complex networks. Inspec-
tion of the data for problem two revealed that of the 10 failures, 5 were
associated with tests in which the network had failed at only one fre-
quency. In problem one, 4 of the 16 failures occurred when the network
had failed at only one frequency. This indicates that if one is to
detect very small drift failures, then the cells may have to be very small
near the nominal values.
The success rates mentioned for joint signature were for a single
solution to a set of equations. No multiple solutions were obtained but
the lack of multiple solutions was not considered an important deficiency.
No claim is made as to the distribution of the simulated network faults.
B. ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD OF JOINT SIGNATURE
The foremost advantage of the isolation procedure by joint signature
is its simplicity of application. Although it may take considerable
effort to establish the joint signatures and to code particular cells to
a fault set, this is required only once for any network. The fault
diagnoser need only take and plot simple measurements. The network trouble-
shooter need have little knowledge of circuit theory or even of the par-
ticular circuit being tested. When equations of magnitude have been
31

utilized the equipment required may only be a signal generator and a volt
meter. The procedure is general and may be applied to any linear network
with possible applications to nonlinear systems.
C. A QUESTION OF FEASIBILITY
The problems encountered in solving simultaneous nonlinear equations
and the large execution times required for complex networks may not allow
the approach to be feasible. Certainly the procedure, because of the
effort required to generate joint signatures, is limited to circuits which
have wide use. One method to reduce problem complexity is to express the
network function in terms of some comprehensive parameters rather than
elements. The best isolation that could be obtained would then be to some
group of elements or subnetwork. Utilizing the conventional two-port
parameters would require a prohibitive number of variables (8 real) to
describe a subnetwork assuming cascade two-port connections. Furthermore,
if the parameters are not frequency independent then one is required to
somehow obtain several network equations at one frequency.
The simple networks studied each had only one break frequency and so
the choice of test frequencies was obvious. In complicated networks one
will be required to take at least one measurement near each break fre-




If the network output is either zero or infinite one cannot apply
the method of joint signature without utilizing interior test points.
Otherwise, the magnitude of faults which can be considered is unlimited.
It is expected that catastrophic failures are more easily isolated and
thus the cell size might be increased farther away from nominal value.
Further improvement in results could perhaps be obtained from using an
improved procedure for selecting the fault pair. As mentioned, the
method used depended on the logarithmic sensitivities being of the same
order of magnitude. However, the sensitivities of elements one, two and
three in problem four were 10 k times those of elements four and five




A. EXTENSION TO COMPLEX LINEAR NETWORKS
Several questions concerning the feasibility of fault isolation by
joint signature have already been posed. In order to arrive at some
answers it is suggested that the joint signature concept be studied for
three and four element faults in very simple networks. Since the number
of possible cell combinations is M(M-l) (M-2) . . . (M-Q) , where M is the
number of cells at any frequency and Q is the number of measurements,
large cells will be required with possibly smaller cells toward nominal
values. However, as one increases the number of faults considered, the
number of possible fault sets decreases. If one could consider N faults
in a network of N elements, there would be only one fault set. Methods
of expressing a network function in terms of some few parameters and of
obtaining network measurements to determine faulty parameters are needed,
Two possible approaches are to load the network with a variable known
load or to utilize interior test points to measure intermediate network
functions in the same parameters. The study should also allow for the
detection of more than K faults.
B. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR NETWORKS
Simple nonlinear networks may be studied to determine fault set
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